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Simple Summary: Investigating how traits that are important for survival are inherited and influ-
enced by other factors, such as parental quality and physical condition, is crucial for understanding
their evolutionary potential, deciphering how they may contribute to local adaptation and taking
such capacity into account for conserving threatened species. We studied head shape heritability
in the Hungarian meadow viper to investigate the relative importance of inheritance and the ma-
ternal and paternal effects in driving the observed morphological variations. Our results show that
offspring phenotypes are mainly determined by genetic factors and maternal effects, while pater-
nal effects and residual environmental influences are minimal. This suggests a high evolutionary
potential for head shape in the Hungarian meadow viper, which suggests a strong contribution of
this ecologically relevant trait in shaping the ability of this endangered species to adapt to changing
conditions and/or habitats and which would be useful to consider in captive breeding procedures
for conservation efforts.

Abstract: Understanding heritability patterns in functionally relevant traits is a cornerstone for
evaluating their evolutionary potential and their role in local adaptation. In this study, we investigated
patterns of heritability in the head shape of the Hungarian meadow viper (Vipera ursinii rakosiensis).
To this end, we used geometric morphometric data from 12 families composed of 8 mothers, 6 fathers
and 221 offspring, bred in captivity at the Hungarian Meadow Viper Conservation Centre (Hungary).
We separately evaluated maternal and paternal contributions to the offspring phenotype, in addition
to additive genetic effects, all determined using a mixed animal model. Our results indicate a strong
genetic and maternal contribution to head shape variations. In contrast, the paternal effects—which
are rarely evaluated in wild-ranging species—as well as residual environmental variance, were
minimal. Overall, our results indicate a high evolutionary potential for head shape in the Hungarian
meadow viper, which suggests a strong contribution of this ecologically important trait in shaping
the ability of this endangered species to adapt to changing conditions and/or habitats. Furthermore,
our results suggest that maternal phenotypes should be carefully considered when designing captive
breeding parental pairs for reinforcing the adaptive capacity of threatened populations, whereas the
paternal phenotypes seem less relevant.
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1. Introduction

Natural selection drives adaptive processes by favoring individual phenotypes that
work better, in terms of fitness, in certain environments and conditions (Darwin 1859).
Traits that display heritable variance have adaptive potential in natural selection, which is
crucial to the survival of populations across environmental gradients [1]. For populations to
be able to adapt and survive the constantly changing conditions, the availability of genetic
variations for fitness-related traits is a necessary cornerstone condition [2], as without such
variations, the phenotype is not able to respond to selection [3]. Heritability measures the
proportion of phenotypic variance determined by genetic variation [4], and it corresponds
to the trait variability that parents can pass on to their offspring [5]. Therefore, measuring
heritability is a very direct way of assessing the evolutionary potential of a trait [6,7].
Importantly, the evolutionary potential of populations, determined by the heritability of
adaptively relevant traits, is essential for their capacity to survive and selectively modify
their phenotypes under changing conditions [1,8].

Biological structures corresponding to different body parts are a remarkable aspect
of an organism’s phenotype. They provide a connection between the genotype and the
environment, and consequently, they frequently fulfil the aforementioned conditions for
being adaptively relevant, exhibit ecologically driven variability and possibly include a
strong heritable component [9]. The head of an animal is a very complex system that takes
part in a diversity of functions, including prey capture and feeding, breathing, habitat use,
predator avoidance, display and sensory perception, protection of the brain and sensory
systems and intraspecific antagonistic interactions, to mention a few [10,11]. With all these
functions, the head is in constant interaction with different elements of an organism’s
environment, such as climatic conditions, structural complexity of the habitat or availability
of food, and this raises the opportunity for the occurrence of strong selective processes.
Indeed, numerous studies have demonstrated adaptive responses of head relative sizes
and shape variations to environmental features, linking form, function and ecology in an
ecomorphological framework (e.g., in Darwin’s finches [12], in fossorial lizards [13], in
bats [14], in monitor lizards [15] and in aquatic snakes [16]). It comes, then, as no surprise
that the relative head size and shape have also been shown to exhibit a strong heritable
component and a high evolutionary potential in a wide array of vertebrates, including
salamanders [17], lizards [4,5], mice [18], horses [19] and humans [20,21].

The lack of limbs in snakes makes them an outstanding system to study the evo-
lutionary and ecological role of the head shape. Snakes frequently exhibit ontogenetic,
sexual and phylogenetic variations in the head shape and dimensions relative to their body
size [22–24]. Their frequently dimorphic heads have been linked to sexual selection acting
through female choice or male–male interactions by combat or resource defense [24–26].
Snakes are also among the most remarkable vertebrates with respect to prey consumption;
their suspended type of cranial articulation and their flexible jaws make them predators
of extremely large prey relative to their body size, which, at the same time, constitutes an
important ecological driver of their head size and shape evolution [26,27]. Habitat selection
and lifestyle also have major influences on the evolution of snake head sizes and shapes;
for instance, burrowing habits and fossoriality, which seem to be primitive in snakes, are
associated with a small, compact and scarcely kinetic skull [28]. Finally, venomous and
nonvenomous snakes differ in their head shapes and sizes mostly due to the presence
of venom glands frequently located in a lateral position posterior to the eye and other
modifications in the maxillary bones to bear large fangs [29].

Despite these patterns pointing to the high evolutionary potential of the snake head
shape, the levels of heritability and genetically vs. parentally/environmentally determined
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variance sources have never been evaluated, to the best of our knowledge. Other snake
phenotypic traits have been investigated for their genetic, maternal and environmental
components of variation. Color and color pattern are the most studied traits, and they are
known to exhibit a strong heritable component in several snake species [30–32], which has
also been shown to be genetically correlated to—also heritable—antipredator behavior [30].
Reproductive traits are instead quite intriguing, where some are also strongly heritable
while others have a practically null genetic component [33]. Similarly, the annual body
condition [34] and immune physiology [33] seem to be mainly maternally determined.
The single available study considering the heritability of head-related traits in snakes
showed that head scales exhibit moderately high levels of additive genetic variations in a
captively bred population of the Hungarian meadow viper (Vipera ursinii rakosiensis; family
Viperidae) [35]. Despite the mainly taxonomic use of these traits [36], the results of that
study may be indicative of the existence of a genetic component in the head morphological
variance, which could also translate into a strong evolutionary potential for the head shape,
as one would expect based on its ecological importance.

Based on this prediction, in this study, we used geometric morphometrics (GM [37,38])
to assess head shape heritability in the Hungarian meadow viper (Vipera ursinii rakosiensis)
and investigate the relative importance of genetic, maternal, paternal and environmental
components for determining phenotypic variance patterns in this ecologically relevant body
trait. Addressing the heritable variations of characteristics with a potentially high adaptive
value is interesting from an evolutionary perspective, but in this case, it can also provide an
important tool for conservation. V. ursinii is one of the most endangered snakes in Europe,
as it is considered Vulnerable (VU) on a global scale, due to the extreme fragmentation of
its distribution range [39] and Endangered (EN) in the case of V. ursinii rakosiensis, due to
population fragmentation and low overall population size across Hungary [40]. In this
context, assessing its potential for adapting to changing conditions and/or new areas can
be the key for guaranteeing the persistence or recovery of populations by ensuring a greater
likelihood of survival when captive-bred animals (such as those used here; see below) are
reintroduced to the wild.

Specifically, in this study, we address the following questions: (1) What is the strength
and pattern of head shape heritability in V. ursinii rakosiensis? (2) What is the relative
contribution of the maternal, paternal and environmental effects in generating its head
shape diversity? By answering these questions, we aim to elucidate the genetic and external
contributions to the head shape variations in vipers, increase our understanding of the
evolutionary potential of this important phenotypic trait and contribute towards better
practices for the conservation of this endangered viper species.

2. Methods
2.1. Specimens

The Hungarian Meadow Viper Conservation Programme, supported by the European
Union’s LIFE fund, was built to protect the Hungarian meadow viper (Vipera ursinii rakosien-
sis) and provide means for habitat and population restoration in Hungary [41]. Since 2004,
a captive breeding program conducted in the Hungarian Meadow Viper Conservation
Centre has been breeding individuals in outdoor terraria to posteriorly release them to
the wild [42,43]. This program is strictly controlled in terms of the captive management
of breeding pairs and in terms of gestation conditions in such a way that clutches can be
pooled across mothers, reproductive events and years, and therefore, it is receptible to a
heritability analysis [41–43].

In this work, we analyzed head shape variations from photographs of 234 individuals
bred and raised through this captive breeding program from 2004 to 2014 by capturing wild-
ranging animals from two different geographic regions and, in continuation, crossed them in
captivity, released them in the wild and followed them over the next few years. Our dataset
included 12 families, composed of 8 mothers, 6 fathers and 221 offspring (Table S1).
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2.2. Geometric Morphometrics

To quantify the variations in head shape and size, we applied geometric morphomet-
rics (GM) on high-resolution photographs of a dorsal view of the head. Twenty-eight fixed
landmarks and twelve semi-landmarks were modified based on those previously used
by [23] for Vipera seoanei. Specifically, fixed landmarks were added in the posterior and
anterior corners of the frontal and parietal scales to provide more detail for the dorsal head
shape and scalation variability, since these scales are rarely fragmented in V. ursinii (i.e.,
contrary to V. seoanei, for which these landmarks are not confidently available). These land-
marks (Figure 1; Table 1) were digitized for each specimen using the program tpsDig2 [44],
resulting in 40 pairs of x–y coordinates. After data acquisition, a Generalized Procrustes
Analysis (GPA) [45,46] was applied in order to standardize the size, location and rotation
effects and to preserve only the information related to shape, as implemented in the func-
tion gpagen of the geomorph R-package [47,48]. The positions of the semi-landmarks were
optimized during the GPA superimposition by minimizing the bending energy [49]. This
provided Procrustes residuals (shape variables) and an estimate of the size of individual
landmark configurations represented by the centroid size (CS). Since asymmetry was not
the focus of interest of this study, and it could affect the heritability inferences, a new per-
fectly symmetric landmark configuration was computed for each specimen by averaging
the positions of all landmarks across the midline [4,50] using the function bilat.symmetry
of the geomorph R-package. Finally, a principal component analysis (PCA) was carried
out on the variance–covariance matrix of the landmark coordinates, and individual scores
of the first 15 PCs were used as shape variables (due to technical limitations related to
multivariate quantitative genetic analyses, i.e., in the maximum number of variables that
VCE-6 can handle).
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Figure 1. Position of landmarks (orange dots) and semi-landmarks (white-filled) used to quantify the
head shape variation. A: Apical, C: Canthal, SPO: Supraocular (SPO), F: Frontal and P: Parietal scales.
See Table 1 for detailed landmark descriptions.
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Table 1. Descriptions of the position of landmarks (LM) and semi-landmarks (sLM) used to quantify
the head shape in Vipera ursinii. Paired numbers represent landmarks at the right and left sides of the
head, respectively.

Number Description Type

1 Anterior point between the two apical scales or anterior middle point of the single apical scale LM
2, 3 External margin between the apical and the first canthal scale LM
4, 5 External margin between the first and the second canthal scale LM
6, 7 External posterior border of the second canthal LM
8, 9 External anterior corner of the supraocular LM

10, 11 External point of contact between the supraocular and the periocular LM
12, 13 External posterior border of the supraocular, where it contacts with the posterior border of the periocular LM
14, 15 Internal posterior border of the supraocular LM
16, 17 External margins of the widest region of the head LM
18–21 Outline of the supraocular scale (between LM 8–10 and 9–11) sLM
22–29 Outline of the posterior head border (between LM 10–16 and 11–17) sLM
30, 31 External anterior border of the frontal scale LM
32, 33 External posterior border of the frontal scale LM

34 Extreme external posterior border of the frontal scale LM
35 Anterior point between the two parietal scales LM

36, 37 External anterior border of the parietal scale LM
38, 39 External posterior border of the parietal scale LM

40 Extreme external posterior border of the two parietal scales LM

Before advancing to the heritability analyses, we tested for the presence of sexual dimor-
phism in adults and offspring separately. For this purpose, we used (M)ANOVA comparisons
on the head shape variables and on log(CS) with sex as the predictor variable, as implemented
through the function procD.lm of geomorph. The significance was tested using residual per-
mutation procedures with 1000 repetitions [51,52]. As sexual dimorphism was not significant
in either the adults or offspring (Table S2), we disregarded the sex of individuals from the
heritability and variance component analyses to maximize the sample size.

2.3. Variance Components and Heritability of Head Shape

To determine whether the head shape is genetically inherited in V. ursinii, we used
restricted maximum likelihood (REML) as implemented in VCE-6 to first estimate the ge-
netic and phenotypic variance components. REML is the preferred method for estimating
variance components from mixed effects models in quantitative genetics [53], and it is
also appropriate for methods that yield multivariate data, such as geometric morphomet-
rics [18,19]. One great benefit of using REML is that this method uses all the available
information about relationships among the individuals included in the dataset, and it can
easily accommodate unbalanced or nonstandard designs [53].

The particular nature of our data, which originated from captivity breeds of known
parents, allowed us to separately evaluate maternal and paternal contributions to offspring
phenotypes, in addition to additive genetic effects. As such, we used a complete version of
the animal model that included, in addition to offspring identity for evaluating the genetic
component of variance, mother and father identities as random effects. This provided
the corresponding effects variance–covariance matrices, which allowed us to specifically
estimate how much of the phenotypic variance was attributable to maternal and paternal
contributions. Note that, here, because breeding was performed in highly controlled
conditions, we may expect environmental and clutch effects unrelated to the quality of the
parents to have a minimal contribution on the observed phenotypic variations. Finally, we
also included log(CS) as a fixed effect to control for any potential allometric effects of size
on the shape [4].
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Once the animal model was fit through REML, we obtained four variance–covariance
matrices corresponding to specific model effects of interest: the additive genetic (G), the
maternal (Mat) and the paternal (Pat). Together with residual variance (R) typically attributable
to environmental effects [54], these components sum up to the total phenotypic variance (P),
i.e., P = G + Mat + Pat + R. Based on the total variance captured by each of these matrices,
as represented by their traces, we could assess the relative contribution of each source in
explaining the total phenotypic variance. We also examined the properties of these matrices,
as expressed through their eigenvectors and eigenvalues, and projected the original shape
variables back onto the calculated eigenvectors to visualize the shape variations related to each
of them using deformation grids. To examine whether the total shape variation, as well as that
explained by additive genetic and maternal effects (paternal effects had a minimal contribution;
see Results), were aligned towards similar directions in the shape space, we calculated the
angles between pairs of the first eigenvectors of each of them.

To estimate the shape heritability (h2), we used the breeders’ equation as generalized
for multivariate data, i.e., ∆z = GP−S [2,55], P− being the generalized inverse. This
allows one to calculate the matrix GP−, which provides an estimate of heritability for
multivariate data [56]. The principal eigenvector of GP− describes the genetic contributions
to the phenotypic variance [19,57], and its eigenvalue summarizes the maximum additive
heritability, h2

max [58,59]. Similarly, we estimated the MatP− matrix to also examine
the maternal contribution component to the phenotypic variance of the head shape and
quantified the magnitude of these effects through the corresponding eigenvalues [4].

3. Results

The PCA conducted on the symmetric portion of the head shape variation provided a
total of 38 components with positive eigenvalues, of which the first 2 summarized 56.79%
of the total variance. The first 15 components, which were the data dimensions that VCE-6
can handle and were therefore analyzed to estimate the variance sources and heritability in
the head shape of Vipera ursinii, cumulatively captured 95.69% of the total shape variance.

The analysis of the relative contribution of the additive genetic, maternal and paternal
effects in explaining the total phenotypic variance showed that these components represent
49.13%, 50.69% and 8.85 × 10−4%, respectively (Figure 2). That is, the additive genetic and
maternal components together explained almost all of the phenotypic variance included
in our dataset, with very similar contributions between them, while the contribution of
the paternal effects was negligible and was not considered any further. Examination of the
eigenvalues of the corresponding covariance matrices indicated that the total phenotypic
variation is concentrated in a few dimensions, with the first six eigenvectors concentrating
over 95% of the total variance (Figure 2). This effect was much more prominent for the
genetic and maternal matrices, where the first eigenvector summarized 91.21% and 76.98%
of the variance, respectively (Figure 2). Examination of the principal eigenvalues of the GP−

and MatP− matrices indicated that the proportion of genetically inherited and maternally
determined phenotypic variations was rather spread out through several shape dimensions,
where the first five components cumulatively captured 86.43% and 63.31% of the variance,
respectively (Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Relative importance of the additive genetic (G), maternal (Mat), paternal (Pat) and residual
effects in explaining the total phenotypic variance in a GLMM (top left), as well as structure of the
corresponding effect matrices visualized through the distribution of their relative eigenvalues. In all
plots, the y-axis represents the proportion of variance explained (on a 0–1 scale). The arrows in red
depict the highest variation of the phenotype from the three variance matrices.

The principal eigenvectors of the phenotypic (P) and additive genetic matrices (G)
were fairly aligned with each other (vector angle θ = 29.29◦), while the maternal effects
(Mat) principal eigenvector exhibited substantially different directionality from both of
them (θ = 43.23◦ and θ = 72.51◦ from the phenotypic and genetic eigenvectors, correspond-
ingly). All three variance matrices captured a component strongly associated with the
shortening of the snout, both through the posterior displacement of the front border of
the head and the anterior displacement of the front edge of the frontal plate, as well as the
posterior displacement of the ocular area of the head. However, global phenotypic and
additive genetic variances also share a marked change of the shape of the frontal plate,
with posterior displacement and narrowing of its posterior border, which translates into
visible amplification of the eye entire area. Instead, the maternal effects were related to a
forward displacement of the posterior border and a narrowing of the anterior border of the
parietal scales.
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maximum additive heritability (h2) and maximum maternal effects, respectively.

4. Discussion

In this study, we investigated head shape heritability in the Hungarian meadow
viper (Vipera ursinii rakosiensis), and we evaluated the relative contribution of the genetic,
maternal, paternal and environmental components for determining the phenotypic variance
patterns in this functionally and ecologically important body trait. The combination of
geometric morphometrics—to quantify variations across families from a captive breeding
program—and quantitative genetic approaches based on a full version of the animal model
showed that the viper head shape is mainly determined by additive genetic and maternal
effects, while the paternal and residual environmental contributions were negligible. This
is the first study providing evidence for a large component of the heritable genetic variation
in the head shape of vipers, highlighting the evolutionary potential of this ecologically
relevant trait and facilitating the biological interpretation of the adaptive head shape
variations in these organisms. Importantly, it suggests that this trait may be highly relevant
for the capacity of Vipera ursinii rakosiensis to adapt to changing environments, which is
key for the survival of such an endangered species and can be useful for informing and
designing captive breeding programs in the context of conservation efforts.

Using the animal model, we evaluated the relative importance of different sources of
head shape variations in V. ursinii and showed that it is dominated by additive genetic and
maternal effects, which together explained a large part of the global phenotypic variance
(Figure 2, top). Each of these effects was aligned with an unambiguous direction of the
phenotypic space, as their dominant eigenvectors summarized 91.21% and 76.98% of their
respective covariance matrices (Figure 2, bottom). Despite this strong directionality of the
G and Mat matrices, the dominant eigenvalue of GP−, which represents the maximum
heritability, was relatively low (hmax

2 = 0.29). Indeed, the heritable component of the global
phenotypic variance was shown to be distributed through different directions (Figure 3,
top), with 95% of the variance being spread out across the first six principal axes of GP−. The
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same was the case for the maternally determined component of the phenotypic variance,
where the dominant eigenvalue of the MatP− matrix was 0.20, with 95% of the variance
being spread out across the first 10 principal axes. These results suggest that, although the
animal model clearly shows that the offspring head shape bears very high heritable and
maternal contributions in this system, both these effects constitute to the complex shape
responses that occur in different directions of the morphospace. From an evolutionary
perspective, this suggests that V. ursinii has an additive genetic potential for producing
evolutionary responses of different kinds without strong constraints on the variation, with
different head parts relatively “free” to potentially vary independently [60]. This would
confer high evolutionary flexibility [61], and it could be advantageous for adaptation to
different environments [62] or changing conditions [63].

Further support towards the idea that the head shape additive genetic variance would
probably enhance the head shape adaptability in V. ursinii comes from the comparison of
the dominant eigenvectors of different covariance matrices. The relatively tight alignment
of the additive genetic (G) with the global phenotypic (P) matrix suggests that the shape
variations across individuals, which is the material “visible” to selective processes, is highly
aligned with the available genetic variability and, therefore, heritable and potentially sub-
ject to selection [2]. This provides definite evidence that the head shape of vipers is a trait
with genetic potential for responding to selection, which can be interpreted under different
adaptive hypotheses on both the micro- and macroevolutionary scales [17,64]. The domi-
nant eigenvectors of P and G are mainly related to a posterior displacement and narrowing
of the posterior edge of the frontal plate, which causes the eye area to become proportionally
enlarged (Figure 2). Head shape variations as a response to different biological factors has
not been explored in V. ursinii to date using geometric morphometrics, limiting our capacity
to interpret the specific areas of the head with a high additive genetic component. However,
these areas partially correspond to shape variations across individuals of another species of
the same genus, V. seoanei, sampled across different environmental conditions throughout
its entire distribution range [23]. Whether these patterns are concordant across species of
European vipers (genus Vipera), and to what extent they are actually also associated with
processes such as local adaptation, within-species selective agents (e.g., sexual selection,
diet variation etc.) and macroevolutionary differentiation across species remains to be
examined. Hypothetically, an amplification of the eye area could be particularly relevant
for a grass-dwelling species such as the Hungarian meadow viper, for instance, to increase
light reception in environments with reduced luminosity [65] and to enhance binocular
vision and their foraging capacity [66]. The high genetic diversity recently described across
the distribution range of V. ursinii rakosiensis [67] suggests that there might be sufficient
genetic variations available for within-species differentiation and local adaptation in the
head shape in this endangered subspecies, but testing such a hypothesis would require a
dense geographic sampling of the head shape morphology across different environmental
conditions, which is quite complicated in this case given the scarcity of populations of
this organism.

Interestingly, although comparisons across different systems are difficult, due to both
biological and methodological reasons, these results are, in some cases, partially consistent
but, in others, in contrast with results from previous studies that examined shape heritability
in other species. While a high proportion of additive genetic variations for the head shape
has been previously reported for both lizards [4] and salamanders [17], the maximum
additive heritability (hmax

2) as captured by the eigenvalue of the first principal component of
the GP− matrix was particularly high in salamanders, reaching over 0.8 in some populations.
Instead, the heritable portion of the phenotypic variance was rather spread out over
different shape directions for wall lizards [4], in accordance with what we observed here
for the Hungarian meadow viper. Interestingly, the same is the case for the heritability
of head scale counts in the same captive-bred population studied here, where moderate
h2 values were reported for several head scalation characters studied univariately [35]
(which makes h2 estimates higher by definition, though not directly comparable to the
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multivariate estimates used here). The relatively low heritability values that seem to
characterize both the head shape and head scalation in this population of Vipera ursinii
rakosiensis may be the outcome of both biological and methodological factors. First, dorsal
head scalation has been circumstantially reported to vary ontogenetically in this species [68],
which could mask part of the additive genetic proportion of the global phenotypic variance.
Second, and most importantly, the high number of offspring (221) among a relatively
reduced number of mothers (8) and even lower number of fathers (6) may partially bias
the results reported in our study. While future studies would certainly benefit from
amplifying the number of families examined here, this is the first time that both maternal
and paternal identities have been combined to contrast their influence on the additive
genetic and residual environmental effects of offspring phenotypes in such an endangered,
wild-ranging, venomous snake.

From a conservation perspective, our results also highlight that the maternal effects,
which usually reflect the maternal qualities and body conditions, have an equally strong and
similarly multifaceted effect and should be carefully considered when designing captive
breeding programs [69], as the ones from which our data were derived. Indeed, the paternal
identity and residual environmental variance were minimal in our data, suggesting that,
under controlled breeding conditions, it is mainly the maternal qualities that affects the
offspring phenotypes. This matches the biological intuition for this viviparous snake under
the breeding conditions that yielded our data. Indeed, in this case, the environmental effects
on gestation, which are known to have a significant effect on offspring development [70],
are expected to be minimized under laboratory-controlled conditions, especially for live-
bearing organisms such as V. ursinii. However, it is important to note that the paternal
contributions to offspring phenotypes—difficult as they are to identify with certainty in
wild-ranging populations—could be higher in free-breeding animals in the field; this
species is known to exhibit a biennial reproductive cycle, and females may mate every
year but fecundation takes place when the body conditions are favorable, which usually
occurs every second year, a fact that could lead to multiple paternities within a single
clutch [71]. Similarly, variations in the body conditions across females in natural conditions
(i.e., without ad libitum feeding resources, as those provided in the captive-breeding
program), with a seasonal component, are common in vipers [72], a fact that could decrease
the generally high maternal influence on the offspring phenotypes reported here.

5. Conclusions

Our study demonstrates that the head shape has major genetic and maternal con-
tributions, with maternal effects being an important external contribution for the head
shape diversity in this species. These results are important for the conservation of V. ursinii
rakosiensis, since it is a species of high conservation concern, and this study shows that
it has the potential to adapt to changing conditions. Studies using the animal model are
required, since they are powerful tools to analyze the genetic parameters of the wild and
captive breed populations, thus guaranteeing the survival and recovery of this population
when reintroduced to the wild.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/ani13020322/s1: Table S1: Summary of the composition of the
viper families analyzed. Table S2: Results of the (M)ANOVA comparisons implemented to test for
sexual dimorphism in the head shape and log(CS) in the adults and offspring separately.
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